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QUESTION 1

Which three are necessary to access a FileMaker Pro database hosted via Instant Web Publishing (IWP)? (Choose
three.) 

A. JavaScript enabled in the web browser 

B. a working installation of FileMaker Server 

C. a supported web browser (Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Safari) 

D. at least one user account in the database with the [fmiwp] extended privilege enabled 

E. a web server connected to an authentication server (Apache + OpenDirectory on Mac OS, or IIS + Active Directory
on Windows) 

F. a web server with the correct IWP plugin (mod_iwp for Apache, or the iwp.dll ISAPI filter for IIS) 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about a Daily Backup Schedule that includes the option to keep a maximum of seven
backups? (Choose two.) 

A. FileMaker Server creates a subfolder each time the schedule is run and places all backups created at that time in the
subfolder. 

B. FileMaker Server creates a subfolder for the schedule and saves all backups to it, appending a timestamp to the
name of each backed up file. 

C. On the eighth day of normal functioning, FileMaker Server moves all of the backups created by that schedule to an
archive folder and begins creating a new set. 

D. On the eighth day of normal functioning, FileMaker Server deletes the oldest backup, which was done on the first day
of the previous week, and replaces it with a new backup on the first day of the current week. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

In which two cases will the object name of a button be available to a script that is performed by the button? (Choose
two.) 

A. when the Self function is used as the script parameter associated with the button\\'s script 

B. when the button is clicked on and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function is used in the script 

C. when the button\\'s object name is hardcoded into the script parameter associated with the button\\'s script 

D. when the button is tabbed to and then activated from the keyboard and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function
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is used in the script 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

A FileMaker Pro 11 file has a Customer table and a related Contact table. The relationship from Customer to Contact is
configured to create related records in the Contact table. On the Relationships Graph, an external table occurrence
called Invoice is referenced and is related to the Customer table. The file has layouts based on the Customer, Contact,
and Invoice table occurrences. 

The following script is used: 

Script A: 

New Record/Request 

A button that performs Script A has been placed on the Customer layout in a portal that displays the 

related Contact records. 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Contact table. 

B. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Customer table. 

C. If the user is on the Contact layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record will be created in the
Contact table. 

D. If the user is on the Customer layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record is created in the
Customer table, and a new related record is created in the Contact table. 

E. Without a Go to Layout script step, Script A cannot be run from the Scripts menu and create a new record in the
Invoice table. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two options are available for providing credentials when connecting (via ESS) to a Microsoft SQL Server external
ODBC data source in FileMaker Pro 11? (Choose two.) 

A. specify username and password by calculation for each DSN 

B. for the Macintosh client use the Use Open Directory (Single Signon) 

C. for the Windows client use the Use Windows Authentication (Single Signon) 

D. create an extended privilege for each DSN and assign it to each privilege set needing access 

E. specify the username and password in the extended privileges section of the privilege set for the DSN being
accessed 
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Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

There are two fields, Amount and Attainment. Each field is defined to have three repetitions and contain the following
data: 

Given the following formula in a nonrepeating calculation field: 

Let( [ 

$x[1] = 1 

$x[2] = 2 

$x = Attainment ] 

($x[2] * Amount) * $x[1] 

) 

What is the result? 

A. 5 

B. 10 

C. 12.5 

D. 20 

E. 25 

F. 50 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

For which two is it possible to specify conditional formatting? (Choose two.) 

A. a Web Viewer 

B. a merge variable 
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C. a layout\\'s body part 

D. the title of a chart object. 

E. an inserted graphic formatted as a button 

F. a rectangle object being used as a graphical background 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three FileMaker Pro 11 objects will display data contents even when unrelated to the current layout\\'s table
occurrence? (Choose three.) 

A. Merge variable 

B. Indexed Timestamp field 

C. A Text field from a shadow table 

D. Globally stored Calculation field 

E. Globally stored Number field placed in a portal 

F. A Container field defined with the Store as reference only option enabled 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two statements are true about FileMaker Pro 11 relationships? (Choose two.) 

A. A relationship defined with an X (cross product) will only include records with nonmatching match field values. 

B. Valid relationships can include unindexed match fields. 

C. The % (contains) operator can be used for join criteria that include one unindexed match field. 

D. When editing match fields for a relationship, no more than 16 pairs of join criteria can be used. 

E. A relationship defined with an X (cross product) match will allow the Delete related records in this table when a record
is deleted in the other table option. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two events can activate an OnObjectEnter script trigger? (Choose two.) 

A. clicking a button 
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B. tabbing to a button 

C. navigating from one row in a portal to another 

D. switching from one tab to another in a tab control 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two statements are true about the [Full Access] privilege set in a FileMaker Pro 11 database? (Choose two.) 

A. It is the only privilege set that can use Custom Functions. 

B. It is the only privilege set that can view the Relationships Graph. 

C. It is the only privilege set that can modify field options in Table View. 

D. It can be deleted only if another full access privilege set has been created. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

A user finds a set of records and saves the find criteria using the Saved Finds command. The user then switches to a
layout based on a different, unrelated table occurrence and attempts to perform the saved find. What will happen next? 

A. The saved find does not appear in the list of Saved Finds. 

B. The user receives the alert No records match this set of find requests. 

C. The saved find is available, but selecting it does not change the record set. 

D. The user receives the alert This set of find requests cannot be processed on this layout. 

E. The find is executed on the layout on which they saved the find, and the proper found set is displayed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

According to the FileMaker Server Configuration Guide, which two are considered best practices for backing up
databases hosted by FileMaker Server? (Choose two.) 

A. use the Server Admin Console Schedule Assistant or fmsadmin tool to perform backups 

B. include the option toVerify backup integrity in backups performed during offpeak hours 

C. use enterpriseclass backup software to do a full system backup of the FileMaker Server at least once a week 

D. configure backup schedules to direct the backup of hosted databases directly to another computer or storage device 
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E. use enterpriseclass backup software to do an incremental system backup of the FileMaker Server at least once a
day 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 14

Which three are necessary to create and publish a PHPbased Web site using the PHP Site Assistant? (Choose three.) 

A. a copy of FileMaker Pro 11 Advanced 

B. a working installation of FileMaker Server 

C. a development computer with Java installed 

D. a development computer with the PHP runtime engine installed 

E. one or more hosted database files with the [fmphp] extended privilege enabled for at least one active user account 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 15

Given a FileMaker Pro 11 database containing the following two scripts: 

Script A: 

Set Variable [ $beeps Value:2 ] 

Beep 

Perform Script [ "Script B" Parameter: $beeps ] 

Beep 

Script B: 

Set Variable [ $counter Value:0 ] 

Loop 

Beep 

Set Variable [ $counter Value:$counter + 1 ] 

Exit Loop If [ $counter > Get( ScriptParameter ) ] 

End Loop 

Exit Script [] 

Beep 
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When Script A executes, how many beeps will be heard? 

A. 3 

B. 4 

C. 5 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: C 
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